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Memeza, Kwa-zulu Natal, where an exciting soccer match 

is being played between the home side and Kwamashu...

LADUMA!!!

Yay!!!
MEMEZA!!!

Well done ntwana! 

You scored that goal

 like a pro!

Well Done 

Ayanda!

Okay... what 

are those boys

doing?!



There have been reported cases 

of monkeypox in the Memeza under 17 

boys’ soccer team. The number of

 infected people is unknown. The Memeza

 community is urged to take the 

necessary precautions.... 

Haibo! Baba! 

Nkosana! Come

 see!

We need to get a hold of this situation 

by isolating the soccer team and creating

 awareness on monkeypox.

What, my 

dear wife?

Yes, 

Mom?

Listen to the News, 

there is an outbreak

of monkeypox here

in memeza!

More importantly,

the outbreak is in your 

soccer team, nkhosana...

Across town, rajesh, the soccer coach, is watching the 

same news bulletin...
Rajesh, the coach, acts swiftly, but rashly...

A week after the great memeza victory over kwamashu, 

mrs. Ngubane is watching the evening news...

What?!!! monkeypox, 

is it not gay people spreading

monkeypox? Don’t I have two 

gay boys in my team?



Immediately alerts spread like wild fire across memeza...

Oh, no... 

what is this?

Mama! Nkhosana!

Come see!!!

This is 

serious 

baba...

Please be careful today, 

my son. Not a lot of people

 understand how monkeypox

 is spread and this message 

could put you in danger

 as a gay man.

The World Health Organization defines monkeybox as an

llness caused by the monkeypox virus. It is a viral

Zoonotic infection, meaning it was spread from animals

to humans. It spreads through physical contact between

infected and none infected people, or the touching

contaminated objects in our environment.

Important Definition: Important Definition:

The Cambridge dictionary defines homosexuality as “a 

person who is sexually attracted to people of the 

same sex and not to people of the opposite sex.”



The next Day...

I am sure

 it is them... 

tHE ONES 

SPREADING 

MONKEY POX...

tHEY’RE 

TALKING ABOUT 

US...

 I can’t stand this, 

people lying about us,

saying that we are

spreading monkeypox...

Don’t worry 

Ayanda. I know 

who can help.

nkhosana then uses 

the real 411 app to 

report the whatsapp

by the coach....

There seems to be a misinformative message 

circulating within the Memeza community via WhatsApp. 

There is an arranged meeting tomorrow. Let’s go see 

what we can do!

at the Web rangers’ headquarters....

Within no time, the Web Rangers reach Memeza...



Don’t Worry Ayanda 

and Nkhosana, we’re here

to help!!!

Hi everyone! My name is Maya, and this is Enzokuhle and we are Web Rangers. 

We have been trained as online safety ambassadors and help people learn more

 about the internet and social media so they can become responsible digital citizens.” 

Media Monitoring Africa’s Real411 platform alerted 

us about the WhatsApp message that was circulating

 within the Memeza community.

See? The Web

Rangers are here

to Help...

We responded to the alert because

 incorrect information was shared, which

 caused a lot of hurt and harm. The sharing of inaccurate 

information is called mis- 

and disinformation. 

People can spread information without 

realising it's not accurate, or intending 

to harm anyone. This is called 

mis-information. 

In the future, when you receive

 a post or message containing information 

you aren’t sure about and it makes

 you feel angry or scared, report it

 to Real411.

Disinformation is when people deliberately

 spread inaccurate information, that is

 designed or intended to cause harm. Within 

the Memeza community, inaccurate information

 was spread about people who are homosexual

 and the spread of monkeypox which hurt

 some of the community members. 

The information shared was inaccurate 

and we urge community members to 

stop sharing it and rather delete

 it from their phones. 

I’m very sorry for creating and

 sharing that message. I don’t know 

much about  homosexuality and monkeypox

 and as a result I misinformed the entire

 community.

What you did caused a lot

 of pain, but it’s cool coach. 

I forgive you.”

I forgive you too.



This comic book has been created
to help children better understand 
mis- and disinformation. To help 
you remember these concepts, 
please read below:
 
MMA defines misinformation as 
“false information that is spread, 
regardless of intent to mislead.”
Disinformation is defined as “false, 
inaccurate, or misleading 
information designed, presented, 
and promoted to intentionally 
cause public harm.”

When looking at the comic book 
itself, we see that the coach is 
the one who creates the 
disinformation post that has the 
great potential to cause harm for 
Nkhosana and Ayanda. He shares 
incorrect information about two 
unknown issues (monkeypox 
and homosexuality) instead of 
researching the issues to 
learn more about them.
 
Should you come across 
content (a post on WhatsApp, 
Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram)
that you think might be mis- or 
disinformation, please report it 
on the Real411 platform - 
https://www.real411.org.
 
In the comic book, you also get 
introduced to two Web Rangers 
that come to the Memeza 
community and teach 
community members about 
mis- and disinformation. 
These Web Rangers are 
actually real-life children 
that use and create innovative
online campaigns, as well as 
outreach to promote safe internet 
usage and champion their rights in 
the digital world. To find out more 
about Web Rangers or if you would
like to join in and become an 
awesome Web Ranger please visit 
our website on: 
https://webrangers.co.za. 

This Comic Book was 

made possible with the 

collaboration of:


